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I deeply appreciate the honor of addressing this distinguished Assembly;

and it has been a rare privilege to cooperate during the past year with the

Staff of the World Health Organization in the study of the protlem assigned to

me for this evening.

Economic values do not provide the only - or even the primary - inspiration

for the world -wide campaign for public health. You are animated, in your labors

by what Matthew Arnold described as "the love of our neighbor, the impulses

toward action, help and beneficence, the human desire for reducing human error,

clearing human confusion, and diminishing human misery, the noble aspiration to

leave the world better and happier than we found it." It is men and women who

are fundamentally of importance, not dollars.

Yet, you and I are not contemplating visions in ivory towers. We are

working day -by-day in a tough and practical world. We can realize our dreams

only in so far as we can convince our governments and the free peoples who

control these governments that our goals can actually be attained and that their

attainment will not put new strains on already strained economies. The

evolution of public health programs in the United States has been markedly

accelerated by the slogan coined by Hermann M. Biggs thirty years ago: "Public

Health Is Purchasable, Within Natural Limitations A Community Can Determine Its

Own Death Rate." Our experience during the last three decades has

demonstrated that the investment is a profitable one.

Concrete and specific evidence as to the economic burden imposed by

preventable disease has been placed in your hands as source material for the

Technical Discussions of this Fifth World Assembly1.

1 Specific references to most of the source material cited in this address will
be found in "The Cost of Sickness and The Price of Health" by C.E.A. Winslow.
World Health Organization; Monograph Series/ 7. Geneva. 1951.
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The first and most obvious measure of the crippling effect of sickness on

society is its influence on the length of human life. It has been computed that

while a death at fifteen years or under represents a net economic loss to society,

a death at the age of forty represents a net economic gain, and a death at sixty -

five years represents a net economic gain more than twice as great.

It certainly is a cause for grave uneasiness that while the life span in

North Western Europe, North Americas Australia and New Zealand (the so- called

"developed areas", comprising one -fifth of the population of the globe) had, a

few years ago, an average life expectancy of sixty -three years, another group of

"underdeveloped areas", including nearly two -thirds of the world population, had

a life expectancy of only thirty years. This simple fact emphasizes in dramatic

terms the major problem of the human race today. At the time of the American

Civil War of 1861 -65, it was said that this country could not continue to exist

half -slave and half -free. Nor can the Ona World of to-morrow continue to exist

half -rich and half -poor.

The burden of premature death which we have been considering is, furthermore,

only a part of the problem. Morbidity takes an even greater toll of our economic

resources than does premature mortality. In countries with a short life span,

the major factors in morbidity and mortality are of a kind that should lend

themselves quite readily to control. It has been reported that in Southern

Rhodesia the loss of man -power due to malaria amounts to five per cent to ten per

cent of the total labor force, with its heaviest incidence precisely at the peak

period of agricultural production. In India it has been computed that malaria

produces an economic loss of about $28,000,000 a year. In Egypt bilharziasis

costs nearly $7,000,000 a year. Di'. R. G. Padua reported in your discussions a

year ago that in the Philippines one person in ten suffers from malaria each year,

while one person in fifteen suffers each year from tuberculosis. The economic

losses due to these two diseases alone are estimated at $33 a year for every

person in the population.



A major part of this heavy burden of disease can - as you and I well know -

be readily lifted from the shoulders of the human race; and we have no lack of

factual experience,at our disposal to prove what can be accomplished to demonstrate

its economic value. In the case of the mosquito-borne diseases, the, economic

returns due to control measures are, of course, particularly striking. The

dramatic elimination of Anopheles gambiae from Brazil and from Egypt is familiar

to us all. In Peru, DDT spraying in highly malarious areas reduced parasite

indices to less than two per cent of their former values; and it was estimated

that extension of this program to the whole country at a cost of $1,400,000 would

reduce the malaria bill by '';27,000,000. In the Philippines malaria control reduced

school absenteeism from forty or fifty per daily to. three per cent; and

industrial absenteeism from thirty -five per cent to ldss than four per cent.

In Ceylon the use of DDT was introduced in 1947 at a cost of about 40,22

per capita in the area treated. The death -rate from all causes varied from twenty

to twenty -four per thousand population. In the three years after the malaria

program was introduced, the death -rate from all causes fell to twelve to fourteen

per thousand, representing a saving of fifty thousand lives a year. A labor

absenteeism of from twenty-five to thirty -five per cent in the Transvaal, Natal

and Rhodesia was reduced to less than one tenth of that amount; and regions of major

agricultural and industrial importance have been opened up for active and fruitful

development.. In Haiti a 710 /UNICEF program for the treatment of yaws has returned

a hundred -thousand incapacitated persons to work and has increased national

production by five million dollars a year.

Such results as this have a direct and important influence on industrial and

agricultural programs. It was recently reported at a Harvard Conference on

Tropical Hygiene that a malaria-control program,. carried out jointly by a company

operating in Saudi - Arabia and the national government, reduced the incidence of

malaria among the company's employees from two thousand cases a year to fifty -three.

The program of DDT dusting cost ;5,000 and the saving in medical and hospital care

provided amounted to 452,000 in 1950 for the company alone. A large fruit company

states that malaria control has effected a savinb of a million dollars a year in its

hospital costs and has halved the costs of housing, since it used to be necessary

"to build for five hundred laborers in order to have two hundred and fifty working

the next morning ".
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From the standpoint of community psycholor, the rdorld Health Organization

has been wise in choosing for major emphasis during the past two years simple and

efficient procedures, such as spraying with DDT, immunization with BCG, and treat-

ment of syphilis and yaws with penicillin, whiçh make it possible to obtain

dramatic and immediate results at minimum cost. It must always be remembered,

however, that such intensive campaigns conducted against individual diseases for

a short period of time are, in themselves, demonstrations and not basic public

health programs. If they are not followedup, mosquitoes will breed again, new

generations of children will grow up with no resistance to tuberculosis, and

treponemas will return to the attack. This is why, therefore, the Fourth World

Health qssembly decided to initiate the consideration of the problems of health

administration as a basic objective of the Technical.Discussions for 1952.

There has been placed in your hands the admirable report of a IHO Expert Committee

on Public Health Administration, prepared under the chairmanship of Dr. Karl.Evang

last December, which translates the broad principles which we discuss this evening

into the complex field of practical administration.

This Expert Committee has wisely pointed out that "modern public health has

been developed during the last one hundred years from primarily a legislative and

police function to an applied science, which constitutes an important and integral

part of social and economic evolution. The techniques used in health administra-

tion have consequently been changed to emphasize positive measures in planning and

organizing the modern health services on a community basis in order to create a

healthy environment for the people".

7:e must meet health emergencies as they arise; but we must do so in such a

way as. to promote gradual progress toward the ultimate ideal of a soundly conceived

and adequately-supported permanent public health service in every area of the

habitable globe.

Such a program should be broadly planned for a period of five or ten years

ahead, with the ultimate goal of including not only the prevention of mass

epidemics of malaria, tuberculosis, and syphilis, and not only the institutional

and domiciliary care of disease, but the positive promotion of health - physical



and mental - ii the ':idest sense. VAithin such a program there should be

established a series of tentative priorities. In countries where the control of

communicable diseases has been effectively accomplished, the primary objective for

the coming decade may be the care and rehabilitation of an aging'population and

the promotion of an effective program of improving mental hygiene. In other

countries, control of malaria and tuberculosis and syphilis may be a major objective

for mart' years to come. In Liberia, where there is one physician to every sixty -

three thousand inhabitants, one nurse to each siy -one thousand, and one hospital

bed to each four thousand, where nearly a third of, the population is infected with

malaria, the limited financial. resources (about $0.16 per capita) are perforce

being devoted largely to the immediate' provision of basic clinic and hospital care.

':!hen the stage of progress has been reached where the public health machinery

is beginning to operate effectively in the control of mass epidemics, the program

must be expanded to include the promotion of maternal and child health (as in a

province of Mexico where the training and supervision of midwives lead to a re-

duction of infant mortality rates from two hundred -twenty -three to one hundred -twelve

per one thousand live births); to nutrition (as in Newfoundland, where enrichment

of flour was associated with a reduction of twenty -five per cent in the tuberculosis

rate and forty per cent in the infant mortality rate); or in Bataan province,

where enrichment of rice reduced the beriberi death rate from two hundred and

sixty -three to twenty -eight per one hundred thousand; to housing, so grossly

neglected in most countries of the world ; to occupational hygiene which

becomes day -by -day a more and more urgent problem with the extension of the In-

dustrial Revolution to new areas of the Far East; and, above all, to the complex

problems of mental hygiene,which only now, at long last, are beginning to receive

the attention they deserve.

The discussions to which you will devote yourselves during the next two days

will be wisely directed primarily at the desirable organization of the local heai.th

unit which serves a specific population group in a particular area. Federal and

State or Provincial health organization differs widely under different political

systems; but when one gets down to the people in a given city or district, the

problems of local organization are less dissimilar. In a congested district of

London or in an agricultural area of Pakistan, there must be represented at least



three of the various professional groups of which the super -profession of Public

Health is composed., Of course there must b a physician, in charge of the medical

aspects of the work. There must be an engineer, competent to deal with the

problems of the environment. /lnd, there must be a public health nurse as the

effective link in bringing the program to the ultimate consumer, the family -

whether that family lives in the jungle or in a city tenament. In the less pros-

perous areas of underdeveloped countries, the actusl field workers may be only of

the grade of orderlies, of sanitary inspectors, of practical nurses (under the

direction of fully- trained supervisors); but. the principle remains that these three

fields of service must somehow be represented. Behind these first -line troops, at

local or provincial or national level, there must be provided the staff services of

the dentist, the veterinarian, the hospital administrator, the laboratory worker,

the statistician, the nutritionist, the experts in maternal and child health, in

mental hygiene, in housing, in occupational hygiene, on tuberculosis and treponema-

toses, and the like.

In order that the program in a given area be sound, it must be planned to meet

the needs of a particular locale; and it must be administered with the special skills

which come from training and experience. Efficient public health service depends

primarily on administrators. Actual studies of the daily routine of the health

officer have shown that a very large proportion of his time is spent in dealing with

problems which have no relation to the practice of medicine, but which call for

organizing ability and skill in applying the principles of mental hygiene to the

difficult task of fostering cooperative effort.

The Expert Committee on Health Administration has pointed out that in the

United States promising experiments have been made in relieving the over -burdened

Medical Health, Officer by the use of specially trained but.normedical health

administrators. These are university graduates with basic college training in

the arts and sciences who, after a year's instruction in a School of Public Health,

are prepared to serve as administrative assistants to the Health Officer or as his

deputies in charge of the work in a local area.

There is still one other point which is of vital importance in our planning

for the future.



Public Health, like government, must, in the words of Theodore Parker,

be "of all the people" and "by all the people", as well as "for all the people ".

Health programs can only be truly effective with the understanding, the support,

and the participation of the citizens. This is where the Health Educator comes

into the picture. Today, the good Health Educator is no longer merely an expert

at selling a finished product of expert thinking. He or she is far more concerned

in working directly with the people themselves, as represented by their leaders; in

educing from them intelligent cooperation in planning the program itself so that it

becomes their program and not something imposed upon them from above. Only in this

way can the program be soundly planned and basically supported. In this difficult

task of bridging the gap between expert knowledge and local mores, the psychologist

and cultural anthropologist are coming to play an increasingly effective role.

All this sounds relatively simple as presented from the speaker's rostrum at a

Zr ;orld Health Assembly. I know quite well hay many are the obstacles to be overcome.

I understand the difficulties which face health leaders in countries where there is

available one physician for every twenty -five or fifty thousand inhabitants; or one

hospital bed for,one to ten thousand inhabitants; no sanitary engineers, and no

health educators. I realize how difficult it is to obtain funds for the most

limited health services in countries where the mean per capita income is less than

50.

I am certain that in many areas progress must be slow - yet, if it is sound

and if it is rooted in popular understanding and participation, I believe that it

,should be possible to make steady and continuous advance. I would urge that, with

the expert counsel of the Tvorld Health Organization, the health leaders of those

countries which are still near the beginning of the long road should keep careful

records of the cost of their health programs and of the actual results attained and

make estimates of the economic gains corresponding to the decreases recorded in

mortality and morbidity. A tacit agreement with the fiscal authorities that a sum

equal to one -half of such economic gains be appropriated for the further expansion

of the public health program might probably yield all the funds which could be

wisely used in making the next needed advancesi



In planning our health programs we sometimes meet a real challenge as to

the essential desirability of the goals we seek to attain. Certain population

experts tell us that there are already too many people in the world; and that

such successful health programs as that carried out in Ceylon (which has led to

an increase of two million in the population) will increase and not decrease the

sum of human misery.

This argument appears to me to be a fallacious one, because it is founded

on the assumption of some basic law which limits the possibilities of economic

development to those which have been at the moment realized.

This assumption appears to be unjustified. The students of agriculture

paint for us a wholly different picture. Irrigation, control of erosion, the use

of fertilizers, eradication of plant diseases, improvements in the type of animals

and plants to be cultivated, and more efficient methods of food storage present

enormous possibilities of increasing food production. The experts in FAO have set

target goals :which contemplate an increase of ninety per cent in the food -calorie

yield of the less -developed areas by the year 1960, an increase which could not only

provide for probable increases in the population, but also for a substantial improve-

ment in standards of living.

In many countries the development of mineral resources, of timber production,

and of local industries could make possible the purchase of food from more purely

agricultural areas,

lvúhen we consider on the one hand the present wastage of the fruits of human

effort in the rearing of children who will die before they are able to make any

economic return to society and in the support by those adults, who remain in good

health, of a large proportion of invalids crippled by preventable disease, it is

difficult to see how one can seriously question the importance of the contribution

of public health to global prosperity.

The control of malaria in Sardinia has ;trade possible.a plan now under way for

settling a million Italians from the overcrowded mainland on that island. Up until

now malaria has been the only barrier to fruitful agricultural development.
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A most suggestive experience is that acquired in the building of the Pan

American Highway through Central America, Undernourished workers had produced

most unsatisfactory results, Provision of an adequate diet for thèse workers more

than doubled the dar's work performance, In the opinion of the bureau in charge,

the dietary deficiencies of the local population were not due to the lack of capacity

of the area to produce food, but rather to the lack of transportation necessary to

make food production profitable. Thus food makes possible the building of roads;

and the building of roads makes possible the production of more food.

The experience of the Pan-American Highway does, however, emphasize the vital

inter -relationships between health and social problems, The public health program

cannot be intelligently planned in a vacuum, but only as a vital part of a broader

program of social reconstruction. In a particular area, higher crop yields, in

creased industrial developments, or improved transportation facilities may accomplish

as much for health as more clinics and hospitals. A commentator on the excellent

Egyptian demonstrations of co- ordinated health, social, and educational programs

has said, "the entire success of any public health program is dependent on the

concurrent and integrated approach to the ' so cial, educational, and economic pro-

blems within the area",

The Expert Conmiittee on Health Administration has presented the following

impressive list of social services which contribute to the success of the health

program Social [el.fare, Social Security Measures, Education, Food Production and

Distribution, Reservation of Land, Veterinary Services, Labor Standards, Recreation,

Transport and Communications, Youth Movements, irrigation, Environmental and

Personal Cleansing Services, Conservation of- Natural Resources, and Population and

Family Planning, This is why the rr°:orld Health Organization has worked in the

closest and most intimate contact with the United Nations and its cooperating 'Jodies..

In certain countries, it is obvious that the pressure of population is so

great as to call for the supplementation of such positive and constructive measures

as those,which we have discussed by efforts to limit excessive rates of population

increase, The Population Reference Bureau has listed thirteen areas, in South

East Asia, in the Pacific Islands, and in the Near East where such excessive birth



rates exist. Where limitation of population increase is a pressing problem,

however, there are more humane agents of control than malaria and tuberculosis.

Japan has effected substantial reductions in its birth rate in recent years°

India has, within the past year, asked the World Health Organization for expert

counsel on methods of limitation of reproductive rates of a character suitable to

the mores of the people.

It is the belief of the speaker that improvement in, health and prosperity may

in itself tend to promote a better balance of population. ln North `:.est Europe

and in North America - the areas with highest economic status and lowest mortality -

the annual, excess -of births over deaths is between four and six per one thousand

population. ,This figure rises to fifteen for the Near East and to twenty for

Latin Pmerica. Iiow far certain countries are rich because their population grows

slowly and how far their populations grow slowly because they are prosperous is not

easy to assess; but the general relation is clear.

The building of a prosperous and a stable world depends on intimate collabora

tion between experts on public health, on agriculture,. on engineering, on industry,

on economics, and on sociology. It also demands a cooperation between governments

and peoples, which is even more difficult to attain, The world cannot be saved by

any one country alone; but only by the joint effortsof all our national sovereign-

ties,. from Afghanistan to Yugoslavia. Recognition of our common responsibility is

the essential condition for survival. As Benjamin Franklin said in connection with

Federal Union of the American colonies into a single state, "we must indeed all hang

together, or, most assuredly we shall all hang separately ". Yet the fact that the

salvation of our separate national units is interdependent is not the real heart of

the problem. Governments are, after all, only instruments for the welfare of

human beings. The ultimate ideals of our.policics ;.cast be based on a more funda-

mental factor, a deeper realization of the brotherhood of man - on the precious value

of the individual human being. It is recognition of this. value which is the real

basis of the philosophy of free and democratic peoples. .

In the Charter of the United Nations, certainly one of the most important

political documents in the history of the human race, the member nations pledged

themselves to'cooperate "in solving international problems of an economic, cultural,



social, or huma.itarian character; and in the promotion of higher standards of

living, full employment, and conditions of economic and social progress". As early

as 1946, the General Assembly of the United Nations empowered the Secretary- General,

in cooperation with the specialized agencies, to implement this policy and in this

way the Technical Assistance program had its real beginning, In January, 1949, the

president of the United States gave his support to this ideal and said, 'ire must

embark on a bold new program for making the benefits of our scientific advances

and industrial progress available for improvement and growth of under- developed

areas ..ee., be should make available to peace -- loving peoples the benefits of our

state of technical knowledge in order to help them realize their aspirations for a

better life, And, in cooperation with other nations, we should foster capital in-

vestment in areas needing development ".

By 1950, the program of Technical Assistance was well- launched; and you are

all aware of the notable role played in its development by the World Health Organiza-

tion.

ie have made substantial progress along the road of Technical Assistance in

the sense.of training personnel and providing expert counsel for the.attack upon

health and social problems in many areas of the world. I believe, however, that

much more concerted action is necessary in those phases of the program which in-

volve the fostering of "capital investment in areas needing development" The

installation of water supplies or irrigation works, the development of transportation

systems, or of local sources of power, need capital which the countries concerned

cannot, at the moment, supply, but which would yield ample income on the investment

required. The needed funds may be - and have, in some cases, been provided by

private industrial corporations. In other instances, they have been supplied by-

some friendly government. Doth these plans have their inherent dangers. .ulti-

laterial arrangements, in which the bond Health Organization or some other organi-

zation affiliated with the United Nations is the actual agent of distribution, are

preferable to either. rest of all, perhaps,would be the creation of special

regional boards established under the aegis of appropriate international bodies,

but with a high degree of autonomy in the actual conduct of the work. In my judg-

ment, the Tennessee Valley Authority in the United States has made one of the major
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contributions to social planning of the past quarter - century. This Authority

is a quasi -public, quasi -private corporation, whose members are appointed by the

government, but once appointed are entirely autonomous, having, on the one hand,

no temptations to yield to political pressures; and on the other hand, no temp-

tation to accumulate profits for anyone except the populations served. A Yjorld

T.V.A . would, of course, be a fantastic thought; but a series of regional T.V.A s

set up for the purpose of attaining specific ends under the general auspices of the.

United Nations, might provide an ideal type of organization.

Technical Assistance is not a relief project for feeding starving millions;

nor is it a vision of a new world which would reorganize national economy overnight

and impose upon any peoples an alien way of life. "It is a program of pump.-

priming, of helping people to help themselves, with major possibilities of improve-

ment in total world economy as a result ". The need for such a program is obvious;

and the sands of time are running out so fast that we cannot much longer safely

delay large -scale constructive action.

There are times when the future of this world of ours seems rather grim; and

voices of discouragement and dispair are heard in many quarters of the globe.

Since the days of the cave -man, however, this earth has never been a paradise of

Eden, but rather a Valley of Decision, which calls for all thetoughndss and the

resilience which the human race has at its'disposal. As H.G. Wells said in his

great parable, The Food of the Gods,. "This earth is no resting "place; this earth

is no playing place Tie fight not for ourselves, but for growth,' growth

that goes on forever. Tomorrow, whether we live or die, growth will conquer

through us. That is the law of the spirit for ever more "..

I believe that the historian of the year 2000 will look back to the Mid- Toren --

tieth Century as the date of certain outstanding mile- stones in the history of the

human race. Vihatever happens to you and me during the next few decades, steps

have been taken which mark significant heights in the slow, upward clam'.) of mankind

from the jungle to a sane and solid global society. One'of the most important of

these mile - stones is the adoption of the principle of Technical Assistance, which

recognizes the brotherhood of man in the c9mmon task of warfare against disease and

poverty and ignorance throughout the world.
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These great ideals of peace and of prosperity for all the children of men

will not be realized. readily or soon. In their ultimate triumph, you and I have

good ground for hope.' I say "you and I" because all of the members of the World

Health Organization are working in an area of applied biology. Medicine, nursing,

mental hygier:e, nutrition, parasitology, even sanitary engineering as compared to

other aspects of engineering, are rooted in biology. I can well -understand how

the physicist, faced, in the Second Law of Thermodynamics, with the picture of a

universe running down inexorably into the form of low -grade and uniform heat

energy, or the economist of.an older school who accepted Lassallets Iron Law of

Wages, must be either a pessimist or an escapist, seeking comfort in a dualism

which balances a hopeless material universe by an unreal and separated world of

subjective imagination.

But the biologist has, in his science, facts which do not contradict the laws

of thermodynamics, but rather supplement them, and wholly reverse their philosophical

implications. The facts of biological evolution are as valid as the facts of

physics. We know with certainty that once, in the formation of the globe, there

were only energy and inorganic elements; and that somehow organic matter came to

be. We know that from this organic matter some form of the life process was

evolved. We know that in some fashion cells were formed - that in the border area

between sea and land these cells developed into organisms. Some of these organ-

isms moved to the land and became more and more complex in form. Somewhere in the

jungles of prehistoric days, primitive man came into being.

Then, as anthropology and history teach us, the same process proceeded on a

social plane. Tribal organizations came into being, nations were born; and the

task we now have before us - the building of a true world -order - is the next and

final step (until Tae penetrate interstellar space) in the same great cosmic process.

This process gives us ample ground for confidence in the future, based just as

truly as the viewpoint of the physicist, on natural law, but on a different law.,

Joseph Needham, the distinguished English biochemist,'has said that the law of

evolution is a kind of converse of the, Second Law of Thermodynamics, equally

irreversible, but contrary in tendency. Of course, this is no guarantee of

what is,going to happen to the United States of America or to Indonesia

in 1952. In the history of biology many organisms and many societies
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have failed. We may fail in the short term, but the factual process of evolu-

tion gives us a solid ground for faith in the ultimate result; and we may be

reasonably sure, from the history of evolution, that the societies which survive

will be the ones that can change to meet new conditions; and that those which

crystallize their philosophies and their societies in any fixed, dogmatic form

are eventually doomed. The dinosaurs were large and powerful; but the

dinosaurs are dead.

Remember, too, t'.ba.t this process of evolution is not limited to the areas of

physiology alone. Its laws also,govern progress in the psychological field.

My colleague at Yale, Professor E.W. Sinott, in his little book on "Cell and

Psyche" has said, "This universe comes to flower not in atoms or galaxies, but in

poets and philosophers, in scientists and saints ". Professor Sinott adds, "It is

a lofty conception, I think, to regard the soaring spirit of man, which creates

beauty, strives for knowledge, and aspires to an understanding of the mysteries of

the universe, as rooted in the same vital processes which fashion his limbs and

time the beating of .his heart; to look upon .the inspiration which welled up in.

Shakespeare's mind as he wrote Hamlet, or in Beethoven's to find expression in the

Ninth Symphony, or the imagination which pictured the Last Supper to Leonardo

before he transferred it to the chapel wall,, or the vision of St. Francis in the

Portiuncula, as but lóftier expressions of that same creative urgency that stirs in

protoplasm everywhere. By means which still elude us, but are the goal equally of

the biologist, the poet, and the philosopher are born those yearnings which make

man the noble animal he is. Living things are seekers and creators, and striving

for goals is the essence of all life; but in man these goals have risen to heights

before undreamed of, and he can set them even higher at his will. Yan's feet are

' planted in the dust, but he lifts his face to the stars ".

I have cited, for the most part, Western leaders of thought, because I

happen to be a '.-esterner. I do not, however, forget the art and the philosophy

of India and China and Persia, or the fact that all of the greatest and most

influential religions which have inspired mankind have had their birth in the Far,

East and the Near East. Albert Schweitzer found the key to his great doctrine of

"Reverence for Life" on an African river; and according to his biographer,

"Africa is the symbol of his life ".
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On the higher as well as on the lower levels of evolution, it is the

development of more and more complex inter -dependent wholes which is basic.

;.e know that it is not the constitutents.of living things, but rather the rela-

tions between them which are significant. Organization is a. problem of relation-

ships; biological organization and our desires and purposes, the highest phenomena

of our spiritual and mental life are manifestations of the same underlying process.

Body and mind are aspects of the same basic phenomenon; and the goal of the organ-

izing process is wider and wider coordinated wholes. This is the essential

principle which has transfç ted -xrotein to cells, cells to organisms, organisms

to man, and men to society. It is the, same principle, on a higher plane, which

can help us to create a new world order.

Matthew Arnold once spoke of "the power not ourselves which makes for

righteousness "; but this is too, limited a phrase. For me, there is a power in

ourselves, as.well e.s outside ourselves, a power in the universe, which makes for

righteousness. It is this power which we i nvoke, it is on this power that we can

base our hopes of building a better world for all mankind.
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I appreciate very much the honour of being asked,, as an e'onomist and social

scientist, to contribute my views to this evening's discussion on the economic

value of health. I have read with great interest and real appreciation the

paper before the house, "Professor Winslow's useful and timely book, "The

Cost of Sickness and the Price of Health ". And I have listened with attention

to his speech to us tonight.

Perhaps I may, by way of introduction, présent a general excuse on behalf

of my own profession which may also serve as an explanation why, in the social

sciences generally and economics particularly, these very important questions,

the economic value of health and the price of health, have been given com-

paratively little thought. Economics, as a science, has had, from its very

inception, a strong materialistic bias and there were some good reasons why

it was once challenged as the "dismal science ".

Economics has mainly been a study concerned with the retunerations in

terms of money of the factors of production in various technical combinations

and with the prices of commodities and services which are commonly bought and

sold in the market.

By "capital" economists have meant material capital. It is true that

for a couple of generations economists of a more philosophical bent,of, mind

have been eager to recognize the'existence of "personal capital ". But our

very large literature on capital, depreciation and interest has never taken.

this admission very seriously,
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"Consumption" has been juxtaposed to "production" and the assertion that there

is also a "productive consumption" has remained a sort of general qualification,

limiting in an undefined way the bearing of our conclusions but never really taken

as a challenge for serious study. Thus the money paid for repair and maintenance

of a house or a machine has entered under the heading "cost items" into all '

calculations of the relevant economic quantities in economic analysis, e.g. national

income. The cost of preventing or curing disease, however, has never been so

considered. This practice has prevailed in spite of the fact that even in the

most developed countries, those with the greatest accumulation of capital wealth,

the contribution of human labour to the national product and its imputed distribution-

al share in national income account for two -thirds or even more of the total.

In the same way the public finances of the state and the municipalities were

originally looked upon as "unproductive" expenditure for collective consumption.

Therefore the doctrine was early expounded that the best system of taxation was the

lowest taxation. This is, of course, no longer the prevalent theory. But

nevertheless comparatively little effort is still given to ascertaining by scientific

analysis the productivity of various public expenditures, for 'instance those incurred

for preserving and raising the level of health in a community.

I believe that I am not wrong in stating that there is still a heavy legacy of

this materialistic bias in economic thinking, which becomes the more important

because the economists and their intellectual exertions have for a long time come

to have a much greater direct influence on the formation of national and international

policies than the thought products of all the other social sciences put together.

The scientific study of the economics of sickness and health has, in any case, been

started primarily not by the economists but by public health officers, physicians

and social welfare experts who were in direct contact with the practical problem,

and it has only gradually been brought into the focus of the social scientists. We

must face the fact that it will take a very long time before our knowledge in this

field has became so intensive and complete that it can be properly integrated into,

and given its due place in, economics and social theory generally.



One additional, reason for this is, of course, that, the quantitative relations

themselves in this field are so much more difficult to pin down and ascertain in an

unequivocal manner than, say, market prices, rates of interest, wages, capital

values, capital, depreciation and other quantities comaonly employed in economic

reasoning. There is no easily determinable money value of a healthy human being

as there is of a house or a machine. The difficulty of defining the quantities

and measuring them properly for exa'àieflalysis is, however, not only.due to the

absence of a "market" in the sense of economic theory but has deeper and more fund, -

amental reasons to which I will come shortly..

I sure I will be excused if in this lecture I lay the main stress on the

health problem as it presents itself in the so- called underdeveloped countries.

These countries are, generally speaking, just as far and perhaps even farther behind

the developed countries in their health programmes as they are in economic and social

development generally.

Certainly much is left to be done in the health field even in the. highly

developed countries. This is clearly demonstrated. by the. greater. frequency of all

sorts of diseases and the higher mortality and disability rates prevalent in the

lower income classes and regions within those countries. As we all know but some-

times tend to forget, there are in many of these richer countries large rural and

urban areas which do not deserve any other Characterisation than "slums". And

certainly these countries hive other economic problems connected with their health

work to solve besides those connected with the existence of poverty.

But their problems, compared to those of the underdeveloped countries, are

neither of the same magnitude nor of the. same crucial importance for the fate of the

world. The great problem of health in the world today is the one which is facing

.the, majority of countries commonly called underdeveloped, and the great majority

of human beings who live there and are eking out a miserable existence in a social

setting where their work is unproductive, their food scarce, their housing inadequate,

their life span short and.their health bad or in constant danger.
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In his book Professor Winslow points to the fact that poverty and disease form

a vicious circle. People are sick because they are poor; they become poorer because

they are sick and sacker because they are poorer. There is a cumulative process

in operation, continuously pressing levels downwards, where one negative factor is

at the same time both cause and effect of all the other negative factors.

The general relationship between poverty and disease is illustrated by all health

indices. Thus the life expectancy at birth in the small part of the world which can

be characterised as developed is more than double that in the much larger part of the

world which is underdeveloped. Infant mortality has, as we all know, in countries

with a high standard of living been brought down to a mere fraction of that in under-

developed countries. And as we all also know, we have a similar, even if ordinarily

smaller, difference in health standards between the poor people in the developed

countries and the better situated social classes in these same countries. But in

the underdeveloped countries large sections, sometimes even the majority of the

population, are plagued by illnesses which are now entirely, or almost entirely,

stamped out in more fortunate nations.

Some years ago I was entrusted with a comprehensive study of social conditions

in one of the highly developed countries, the United States of America, from the

special angle of the most disadvantaged group in that society, the Negro people. I

had then occasion to enter rather deeply into what I called the theory of the vicious

circle or, more learnedly, of cumulative social causation. This theory, in its

simplest terms, concerns the reciprocal effects of all social factors, the tendency,

for example, of negative elements in a given situation to strengthen each other.

I pointed out that this principle has a much wider application in social relations

than the particular problem I was studying, and that the principle of cumulative

causation should be developed into a main theoretical tool in studying social change.

Actually, I made this method of looking upon social reality basic to my whole

approach to the problem I was investigating, and I devoted a methodological appendix

in my book on the Negro problem in America to clarifying and formulating it.



In the case of the Negro people, the prejùdice they encounter from white

people in the form of discrimination is a fact of which they are constantly aware,

and it is very natural that they consider discrimination as the cause of their

lower plane of living, which they are also painfully aware'of. And they are

undoubtedly right. iut it is also true that the lower plane of living of the

Negro people, for example their lower earnings, their bad housing and food condi-

tions, their inferior levels of education ana health, etcetera, in their turn give

support to white prejudice. White discrimination and low standards of living for

Negroes thus mutually, "cause" each other.

And there is the same relation between every component negative factor on the -

standard side. A fall in Negro employment and earnings, for instance,' will cause a

fall in standards of nutrition, housing and health and will make it more difficult

for the Negro families to give their youth more education, and so forth; and all

these effects of the initial change will, in their turn, decrease further the

Negroes? possibilities of getting employment and earning a living. The original

push could have been on some other factor than employment, say, for example, on

health or on educational facilities for Negroes. Through a continuing series of

actions and interactions the whole system of all the different factors im4ied in

the term "the Negroes' plane of living" would have been set in motion in the

direction indicated by the first púsh, whether up or down, but proceeding faster

and a much longer way.

I believe it is very important in the studies to be undertaken of the economic

value of health that a dynamic theory of social change, similar to that at which I

have here hinted in very general terms, be kept clearly in mind and effectively

utilized as the conceptual framework for the analysis. If things happen to remain

relatively static, about as they are and have been, this means that the forces

balance each other, so that a persistent condition of ill health in a country

constitutes both the cause and the effect of a low earning capacity, widespread

illiteracy and minimum levels of nutrition and housing. Such a static "accommodation'

is, however, entirely accidental; the empirically observable balance of poverty,



illiteracy and sickness is not a stab1 "equilibrium towards which the forces must tend

naturally and necessarily. For if any one of the composite factors in the plane of

living, say, the health conditions of the population, is induced to change, this

will cause a change in all the other factors, too, and start a process of inter -

actions, where continuously the change in one factor will be supported by the

reactions of all the other factors, and so forth. The whole system will be moving

in the direction of the primary change, but much farther.

When we speak about the vicious circle of cumulative causation, we have in mind

a situation where the forces are pushing the system downwards. The effects of an

improvement are also 'cumulative. Thus, to refer again to the special field where

I made my study of cumulative causation, the last ten years have seen a dramatic

movement :upwards of the entire plane of living of the Negro people in America,

including their health standards. This constitutes a rather sharp break in the

situation of relative stagnation which for more than two generations had ruled

after the Civil War and Reconstruction. It was at the end of this period of

relative stagnation that I made my study and the picture which emerged was one of

mass distress, poverty, disease, illiteracy and, in large sections of the Negro

people, utter hopelessness. It was at that same time that Franklin Roosevelt

declared the underdeveloped South to be the "nation's problem number one ". Today

conditions are, of course, still far from ideal. But' the important thing is the

general direction upwards of social change and its great speed. I know of no

particular trend in American society more,heartening than this one. And I have

personally an additional reason to feel satisfied as, after intensive study of the

potential dynamism within that particular system of causal relationships at that

particular time, I foresaw a sharp break upwards in the development, aview rather

in contradiction., to that of most experts in the field who were inclined to take

a too static approach.

The parallel to the problem of poverty and disease'among the Negro people in

America and, more generally,. the problem of thé poor masses in the urban and rural

slums of our richer countries is real and'apparent, in spite' ofthe important

difference that the distressed populations here live right in the middle of a
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highly developed industrial civilisation. The operation of the principle of

cumulative causation is the same in both cases, and gives reason for the same hopes

and implies the same dangers. In a degree determi-.ed by the empirical functions

of causal inter -relations, it gives rise to final effects of much greater magnitude

than the initial move of the one factor which has been induced to change.

It is apparent from what I have said that it is not an altogether easy matter

to give a clear definition and still less to measure quantitatively the economic

value of measures to promote health, First, the cost of sickness, disability and

premature death or, from the other point of view, the economic rewards of health

reform, will figure differently in the short and the long run, as well as in

different environments. Second, the long -run values will in any case be dependent

upon how all these factors in the concrete social setting we are studying are inter-

related, i.e. what effects a change of each one of the factors will have on ail the

other factors. Without a careful study of the entire complex of social dynamics,

no figures can be calculated which hare a definite meaning and are in any sense

correct and relevant.

The task of social engineering is to proportion and direct the induced changes

in the whole social field so as to maximise the beneficial effects of a given

initial financial sacrifice. One important corollary to the theory of cumulative

causation is that a rational policy should never work by inducing change in only

one factor, least of all should such a change of only one factor be attempted

suddenly and with great force. This would in most cases prove to be a wasteful

expenditure of efforts which could reach much further by being spread strategically

over the various factors in the social system and over a period of time. What we

are facing is a whole set of inter -related adverse living conditions for a

population. An effort to reach permanent improvement of health standards aimed

to have a maximum beneficial effect on the well -being of the people will, in other

words, have to be integrated in a broad economic and social reform policy. And
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such a policy will have to be founded upon studies of how in the concrete situation

of a particular country the different factors in the plane of living are inter-

related and how we can move them all upwards in such a fashion that the changes

will support each other to the highest possible degree.

Whatever the actual process of social change will come to be in the field of

health as well as in the broader field of economic, social and educational develop-

ment in the underdeveloped countries, this process will be different in several

respects from the process which, during a number of generations, has lifted the

developed nations to their present relatively high level. One important difference

springs from the fact that social change in the underdeveloped countries will now

evolve in a world setting where knowledge of techniques in all fields, in medicine

as well as in agriculture and industry, is available which did not exist when, in

their time, the developed countries became developed. In a general way this would

ensure that the changes could be carried out more cheaply, more effectively and

very much more quickly.

The fact that modern techniques exist does not, however, ensure that they will

be utilised to anything like their maximum potentiality, or even to the extent

which would be reasonably possible. There are in many of the underdeveloped

countries vested interests in the continued employment of old methods and in the

preservation of the status áuó. There are social stratifications, economic

inequalities and reactionary political institutions ruling in many of these countries

which act as heavy impediments to reforms and which, in any case, tend to reduce

their efficiency. I am here referring to the urgent need for very radical changes

in the economic, social, administrative and political set -ups of many of the under-

developed countries and the equally urgent need for fundamental education as pre-

requisites for permanent real progress in any field. One important aspect of this

need for internal reforms in many of the underdeveloped countries has been highlighted

in resolutions on land reform, adopted by several organs of the United Nations.



The transfer of techniques and particularly bringing them to a more extensive

use often requires also a considerable investment of capital. If the process of

progress is to be at all rapid and carried out without imposing too great sacrifices

upon the people, this capital cannot be formed more than in part from current

savings in the impoverished populations of underdeveloped regions. Another part

must be provided from abroad. The United Nations' group of economists to whose

calculations I will shortly refer, assumed that initially more than two thirds

would have to be obtained from the developed countries.

A second important difference between the conditions under which countries

will have to seek to become developed now and the conditions which prevailed á

Century ago is, however, that the international capital market is almost destroyed.

When countries like the USA or Sweden entered into their rapid industrialisation

process in the last century, they could build up their resources with borrowed

capital, because they could draw on the resources of a smoothly functioning capital

market. Such a source of capital does not exist any longer and, for many reasons

which it would take me too far afield to explain, it is not likely to return.

We are all enthusiastic about the start we have made in the organizations

within the United Nations' family to engender international p og ainmes to =:ov. de

technical assistance and, to a very limited extent indeed, capital for economic

development in underdeveloped countries. It is in direct cpposition to a

critical view of these attempts that I now point out that, for the time being, all

our efforts in spreading progress to the underdeveloped regions of the world are

homoeopathic. It is natural that we who are active as officials in the

international organizations feel a personal satisfacton whenever and wherever we

can contribute in a concrete way to improvement, but we should not lose a sense of

proportion. We are creating expectations in the underdeveloped regions far above

those which, for the time being, we have the means to satisfy. Yet our efforts

to substitute international and national action for the old international private

capital market are as yet, if not a failure, only efforts born of desperation to

nourish a hope. They are the try -out of a new approach.
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There is a special reason why it is particularly important to establish this

fact when discussing the economic aspects of the international health problem.

Fora successful work of health reform is bound to increase progressively the

need for more productive techniques and for capital influx from abroad, if the

result of higher health standards is not to be a spur to continued and perhaps

aggravated poverty. This is related to a third difference in the conditions for

development now and a hundred years ago. While in the last century the improvement

of sanitation and health standards was achieved only gradually and rather tended

to follow instead of precede the industrialisation of the countries which then

became developed, we now master techniques for prevention and cure of diseases which

can immediately increase substantially the speed by which the populations concerned

are increasing, which is the difference between births and deaths. And it should

be borne in mind that, even with the present'abominably high death rates' in

underdeveloped countries, the rate of net population increase is extraordinarily

high in some of the poorest regions of the world,

sr-

The intèrnatiónal health problem should, therefore, be viewed against what we

know about the 'actual trends of economic development in the world today. Speaking

in very general terms '- and making an exception for thé countries in Eastern Europe

under a Communist regime which form a group by themselves the broad picture of

the post -war period is this. There has been a very rapid continuous

industrialisation of the already highly industrialised countries in Northern America

and Western Europe. They-have hod'an exceptionally high rate of investment and

have experienced a rapid further rise of productivity. But, on the whole, there

has been little progress in the underdeveloped countries. The developed countries

have rapidly become still more developed while the underdeveloped countries have

remained underdeveloped.

capital investment has been concentrated in the regions where the old

wealth had already amassed. At least relatively speaking, the post-war years have



meant that the richer have become richer and the poor have become poorer. If a

reference to a more respectable source is preferred, we may phrase it instead in this

way: that what has happened appears to confirm the wisdom of the prophet in the

Bible who pointed to the tendency, that "to him who has much, more will be given,

while from him who has little, will be taken even what little he has ". It is thus

a generally known fact often referred to - so also by Professor Winslow - that the

world population is more than ten per cent larger than before the' Second World War,

the growth being largest in certain underdeveloped countries, while world supplies

of food are probably still considerably below the pre -war level and anyhow not

above. And it is not the. inhabitants of the prosperous and developed countries

who bear the brunt of the greater scarcity of food.

This tendency, under which the world's resources for economic development are

being increasingly employed for the further development of the already'dev4loped

regions, has been forcibly spurred by the armament race. With your permission,

I will here quote one paragraph from the newly published Economic Survey of Europe

for 1951, prepared by the Research and Planning Division of the United Nations'

Economic Commission for Europe:

"Viewed in a wider perspective, the flow of capital to the more developed

areas is but one expression of a long -standing tendency for investment to be

concentrated overwhelmingly in countries already industrialised - a tendency greatly

strengthened by the present wave of rearmament expenditures. Defense outlays

in the leading industrial countries of Eastern and Western Europe, the Soviet

Union and the United States are likely soon to reach levels where they will together

equal or even exceed the aggregate national incomes of all the underdeveloped

countries and will be some twenty times the investment financed out of these

countries' own domestic savings.
*

The effect of those expenditures will probably

be to increase substantially the production capacity of the industrial economies

(particularly in the metals and engineering industries) at a time when plans to

"Based on data oh-national defense programmes as given in the present and in last
year's Survey and on estimates of national income and net domestic savings as given
in 'Measures for the Economic Development of Underdeveloped Countries', Report by
a Group of Experts appointed by the Secretary- General of the United Nations, 1951,
page 76".
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promote economic development elsewhere are being held back because of competing

demands .on financial resources and industrial ,capacity. The most serious

implications of the intensified concentration of capital formation are, of course,

felt by the underdeveloped countries themselves, whose populations continue to

expand faster than their capacity to produce, food and other necessaries. But

Western European countries are also affected, since the present development may

accentuate the adverse trend in their terms of trade."

It was natural in a research document prepared for a European assembly that

special stress be laid upon thé character of this development to tend towards

disequilibrium in the world economy and in the end to endanger progress even in

thé industrialised regions and more specifically Europe. But quite apart from

whether this implication is accepted or'not, the plain fact is that we are not

seeing in the world today a process of. decreasing but of increasing the

production gap between the developed and the underdeveloped regions of the world.

The success of a health pro'amme is entirely' dependent upon whether it is

integrated into a social process of general economic development or applied to a

status of economic stagnation. It is true that an improved health standard will

imply both a more favourable age structure of the population with a larger part

of it in the productive ages and, in every age group, a people more able and even

more willing to work and work well. This by itself tends to raise productivity.

It is also true that, according to the principle of cumulative causation which I

have already referred to, an improved health standard will per se

always tend to improve all other component factors in the plane of living.
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But the actual size of these. supporting reactions through the entire social 'system

will be a function of, among other things, the general economic development. And in the

case where health reforms provide the primary factor of social change, we must consider

the direct effect on labour productivity, production and consumption of an increased

net growth of the population.

The economic value of preventing premature death, to take the simplest case,

depends entirely upon whether such an economic development is under way which ensures

productive work for the greater number of people we thus keep alive. If the economic

situation is stagnant and remains substantially as it was and is in large regions of

the world where people live overcrowded on maltreated land under primitive cultivation,

the health reforms serve, from an economic point of view, only to speed up a process

towards increased relative over -population and aggravated pauperisation. If, on the

other hand, an economic development, rapid enough, can be engendered at the same time -

which assumes that the region is not too barren in natural resources - the more

favourable age composition of the more rapidly growing population will work itself out

as an additional cause of higher economic well- being. And again, in both cases, the

process downwards or upwards will be pushed further ahead by cumulative causation.

It is thus evident that the economic value of saving people from sickness,

disability and premature death cannot be scientifically calculated except within a

framework of definite and realistic assumptions in regard to economic development.

Figures calculated without such a framework are worthless.

I think it is urgently important that the problem of over -population be

unequivocally and bluntly conceived and stated in these dynamic terms of social change.

There is no such thing as "over- population" in an absolute sense, i.e. independent of

the direction and the speed of the development of the economic resources of the

population in question. The static notion of a "population optimum" is a faulty way of

stating the problem of the relation between population size and productive resources.
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For, I would stress, the production resources are not a quantity given and

unchangeable. In developed countries, rapidly continuing their industrialisation by

means of a high investment quota of already large national incomes and pursuing an

effective full employment policy, the productive resources are even a function of

population size in the positive sense that a population increase can and does actually

spur economic development. And, I would also stress, in all countries the

development of productive resources is a function of policy.

This point of the crucial'role of policy becomes particularly important in

regard to the large underdeveloped regions where the general plane of living is " sub-

standard and where human beings in hundreds of millions live a culturally isolated and

primitive life.. There economic development does definitely not come as an automatic

result of population growth. Economic development, if it comes at all, will come as

the result of planned and concerted action to spread the application of improved'

production techniques and to make the natural resources productive.

Such a policy would assume immense efforts and would involve not only very

courageous internal reforms of the type I have already indicated, but also very much

bigger sacrifices on the part of the developed countries than most of us have yet

dared to face. It would assume capital movements to the underdeveloped regions of a

magnitude which'must seem truly heroic in comparison with the dribbling and trickling

of international and national aid and overseas investment which are actually taking

place

I believe it was a most wholesome, exercise for inserting a measure of realism

into the world -wide, and sometimes rather loose, discussion about economic development

in the underdeveloped countries - and, indirectly, of importance for studying the

problem of defining and measuring the cost of sickness and the price of health - when

the groúp of economists, appointed by the United Nations to prepare a report on

"Measures for the Economic Development of Underdeveloped Countries", took the courage

to make a calculation in-which they asked the question2 what would be the yearly

amount of capital from abroad required in order, first, to meet the present population

increase' in underdeveloped countries and, second; to permit in addition the modest

increase of their national income per capita of two per cent annually. The calculation
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is admittedly of the neck - breaking variety, but it gives an approximation to our

understanding of the order of magnitude involved. This turns out to be well in

excess of 10. billion dollars a year. - capital to flow from our developed countries

to the underprivileged Ones. And the experts .point 'out that the calculation has

cautiously been kept on the lower side.. A successful health work will tend to

increase the amount needed to prevent economic stagnation and increased, distress.

While still speaking about the population aspect of the general health problem,

I would want also to warn most emphatically against a too optimistic trust "in another

automatism; namely that fertility will adjust downwards as mortality is decreased.

Quite apart'from the immense saving from human suffering, it is. apparent that the

attainment of a given rate of a, population growth at lower levels, both Of natality

and mortality would be an economic saving of very considerable dimensions. It is

true that in the highly developed countries the fall in mortality was followed by a

fall in natality, which incidentally later on tended to decline much further. But

it should be recalled that this happened only slowly. And when it happened it

happened.after the attainment of a very much improved-plane of living. As I have

pointed out,.a general improvement in the plane of living is not a necessary

consequence of a lower level of mortality in the underdeveloped countries. And it

is not even a-probable consequence if, in addition to health reforms, very powerful

measures to raise labour productivity are not taken at the same time.

It is, indeed, conceivable that it would be possible to induce the spread of

rational.bi.rth'control in the underdeveloped countries more rapidly and at a lower

plane of living - implying also a lower standard of literacy and cultural

sophistication generally - than corresponds to the historical process during recent

generations in the developed countries. There birth control spread so to speak

surreptitiously; without the support of public policy, in most cases against it.

This could now conceivably be different, and the forces of public approval,

education and legislation be enlisted instead to support the spread of birth

control where that.was necessary to the health and well -being cf the individual,

the family and the nation. But again, it would not happen by itself, not withaut.a

consistent and very forceful policy directed towards this goal.
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Let me now come back to aspects of the problem of defining scientifically and

measuring quantitatively the cost of sickness and the value of health. Behind the

urge to come to grips with this problem there is our feeling that preventable or

curable diseases and disability and premature death represent a social "waste ",

which should be demonstrated and spelled out in millions and billions of dollars.

Only when a public health programme can be presented as the profitable investment it

really is, can we hope that it will be accepted readily and given its due scope in

competition with all other demands on the public purse. To carry out such

calculations should at bottom be a straight economic problem. The calculations would

give minimum values, as there is always an unmeasurable additional net return from

health reforms in terms, of increased happiness in a society where human sufferings

have been mitigated.

Our feeling that a low health standard represents an economic "waste" is

supported by everything we know about society. There is a cumulative causation in

operation which magnifies the effect of every push upwards of any factor in the plane

of living and, of course, also of the health standard. In the end, the cost of

raising the plane of living of a population now existing on a sub - standard level will

not involve any "real costs" at all for society. This assumes, however, that either

that population itself is able and willing to set aside the funds necessary to

cover the immediate financial costs and to wait for the returns to mature, or that a

part of the funds are advanced on the principle of international solidarity from

the World Community. Sacrifices for the investment in a better future will have to

be made by the smaller and the greater society, and they will result in great

"social gairís" and, in the end, in actual financial savings.

But this is. true only to the extent that the health programme is rationally

integrated into a whole system of social, econoo.and educational reform. I want

to repeat that the maximum effect of a health programme is altogether dependent

upon whether and to what degree co-ordinated efforts at the same time are set to

work in the field of education, food, housing and, particularly, general economic

development. Because of the direct effect of a higher health standard in

increasing the rate of population growth, the economic value of health reform is

particularly dependent on the speed of economic development. In an economically-

stagnant society the value might be negative.
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A further conclusion to be emphasized is that the economic value of preventive

medicine cannot be defined and still less measured, except after a careful study Of

all the causal relationships between health and everything else in the concrete

setting of a particular country, and except on the basis of definite assumptions

about policy in all other fields and particularly. the rate of economic progress.

Some in my audience might feel that I have complicated very much what to them,

perhaps, may have seemed to be a rather simple problem. In answer I would want to

stress that even if a warning has to be, spelled )ut against calculations without

sufficient ground of the economic value of health reforms, there are a great number

of intermediary quantities which can be defined and measured *without involving the

entire complex of social causation. I am thinking, for instance, of calculations of

the varying financial costs of different types of health work, the relative

efficacy of preventive versus curative health policies and, more generally, the

effects in terms of life and ability savings - not dollars - of a reorientation of

health work to different illnesses, using different methods of prevention and cure,

employing different health administration schemes, and so on.

These and similar problems are all ready to be tackled in a systematic fashion

as they present themselves differently in different countries at different levels of

general development. They are all of greatest practical importance in every

country for steering health policy in a rational direction. As resources are always

scarce, the practical ideal is everywhere to obtain maximum results in terms of

health improvement, even.if,these results cannot be spelled out in terms of dollars

in return against dollars in costs. The underdeveloped regions of the world where

health conditions are so far from satisfactory are, of course,,most intensely in

need of the most effective utilization of available resources, and, because of this,

they need the most carefully planned health policies.

These intermediary problems can all be studied scientifically, even if the

conclusions, without more all -embracing economic and social investigations, cannot

be formulated in terms of the general economic value of health programmes. I

understand that a very large part of the practical planning work of the World

Health Organization is actually directed to these problems. It might be that the



Organization could give a further impetus to rationality in health reforms by

directing a special effort to elaborating standardized methods for such studies of

an intermediary type. .To test and improve these standard methods, the Organization

might take responsibility'for carrying Out, in co- operation with interested

governments; a number of model studies of some of the problems indicated.

But I would also urge that the more c?mprehensive stùdies cf health reform in

its wider economic and social setting be undertaken earnestly, critically and

persistently. When I have taken y,ur me ,o point out the very wide range of

facts and causal relationships in the whole social fabric which will have to be

taken into account in calculating the economic value of health reforms, my purpose

was not to discourage the undertaking of these broader studies. In my view - to

which, in discussions with my colleagues in the United Nationsr organizations, I'

have often given vent - our international organizations have up till now almost

missed their opportunity to sponsor the wider, time -consuming, penetrating

investigations of the fundamental issues underlying and dominating the practical

problems whose surface we are barely scratching.

If today we had to our credit a greater number of really serious basic studies

of a solid, forthright, path -breaking type, produced on the level of the highest

scientific standards of our time, this would have added very much to our prestige

and, more important, to our influence on world development. It would, I believe,

have made possible very much more advanced national and international policies. I

am thinking of studies of such a world -wide breadth in their conception and

execution that no one learned institution in any one country, or any single

government, could possibly be expected to sponsor them or to undertake them in their

full implication.

I have this evening commented upon certain aspects of the scientific study of

the measuring of the economic implications cf a rational health programme, and I

hope I have shown how, if properly carried out, such study branches out to include

the widest problems of social change. And nevertheless we have then only touched

the fringe of'the problems of social science which are raised when we really

approach scientifically the causes and effects of industrialization and social
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progress. These problems need to be approached in the spirit of broadest inter-

nationalism and require new associations of scientists from many different fields.

Before .I conclude, I would like to add a few more words on what I have

suggested to be the main cf ;ndition for successful health reforms: that they be

supported by a rapid economic progress.

I have not concealed, and I. have not wanted to conceal, that I do not feel

over -optimistic about possible great accomplishments in a near future from our

efforts to'speed progress.in.the underdeveloped countries. In some of the most

populous of these countries the present trend is, as I said, rather downwards, at

least insofar as the dó3ni.nant index of the standard of living is concerned.

My main reason fàr measured pessimism is a realization of the quantitative

proportions between the needs and the efforts and the possibilities. I can well

foresee, more specifically, that after ten more years, if we then have succeeded

in avoiding the ultimate ,catastrophe of a major war, a retrospective view would

permit the following conclusions. Because there have not been adequate fundamental

political, social, administrative and economic reforms in certain underdeveloped

countries and because for. this and many other reasons, it has not proved feasible

to furnish the more rapidly growing populations in many such countries with the

means of even preserving their earlier low level of productivity (defined here as

average reward for their labour), the population- increasing effects of the

international health work' done during these ten years have in many densely

populated regions had negative results as regards general economic well -being and

in the end as regards everything else, including even health. In the prevailing

world climate of the cold war, the lack of fundamental, internal reforms and the

frustration cf the peoplest hope for progress might ten years 'ahead be seen tó

have resulted in new political cataclysms; butit is improbable that, at least in

the short span, they would have had any other effects on the well -being of the

peoples than to increase their distress.
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'Speaking more generally, I realise fully that already the acceptance of the

'principle that the richer countries should tax themselves to aid the poorer is

revolutionary, more revolutionary than the gradual acceptance some hundred years

ago in the developed countries of the principle that the better situated classes

should be taxed for national redistribution purposes. And this new principle has

momentum. The international health work will go on. It will most probably even

be considerably :intensified, because, when we have once accepted the principle of

mutually shared responsibility, the urge to cure ills and prevent deaths is an

innate and essential element of human decency in our international conscience. In

all other branches of our efforts to realise the ideal of international solidarity,

work will also continue and gradually gain in strength and purposefulness. Even

more considerable amounts of capital might, as time goes on, be made available.

But I can now see no reason to expect changes so large that they would materially

remove the basis for what I called my measured pessimism.

A friend of mine gave me, however, recently a new definition of an optimist:

he i6 a man who currently reminds himself that the unexpected mar happen. Indeed,

the unexpected does happen all the time, and it may for once occur in a desirable

direction. The present East -West tension and the cold war now warp our minds,

distort our national and international economy, immobilize much of the world's

resources and generally prevent us from pursuing fully and realising our most

humahe ambitions. This tension may be eased. The World Economic Report which has

just been published contains the reflection that should any easing of political

tensions in the world bring about any reduction in armament expenditures, the

opportunities for raising living standards in both developed and underdeveloped

countries would correspondingly improve.

Indeed, if the industrialized regions I mentioned - Eastern and Western Europe,

the Soviet Union and the United States - could feel safe enough to save only ten

per cent of their present" armament expenditures and if they would be prepared to

devote this saving to equip the underdeveloped regions with capital, that would

about meet the bill calculated by the United Nations' experts to c . t

stop the continued pauperization of the underdeveloped regions and

permit an annual rise of two per cent in their per capita national income.
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The re- direction by the countries just mentioned of this ten percent from

unproductive military purp.ose.s to productive development abroad would actually

imply a ten -times bigger capital inflow than at present to these vast regions

and to the aid of these two- thirds of mankind. And it would increase their,

available capital to three times their present domestic capital formation.

Theoretically such a development is entirely feasible.

Seeking reasons, for optimism and speaking as I da in the Assembly Hall of

the Palais which was originally built for the League of Nations, I feel it

appropriate to remind you that it was in the Health Organization ofthe League

of Nations, established only thirty years ago, that the principle of international

mutual aid in the field of health was originally developed, Important and

co- ordinated work was started not only in health but also in the fields of

nutrition and food and housing. Speaking to the Assembly of the League of Nations

in 1935, our venerable friehd who is now Lord Bruce of Melbourne solemnly declared

that now the marriage between health, nutrition and agriculture should take place(

There and then were conceived the two great international organizations, the

World Health Organization and the Food and Agriculture Organization, which later

were born in the time of the immediate post -war turmoil of international optimism.

They have succeeded in surviving and growing in the hard years which followed, and

thus we can see the profound continuity of international effort in an evolving world,

UNESCO was established and is now courageously steering its activity into

the field of fundamental education. ILO strives on from pre -war times in its

given field of labour standards and relations. The International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development and the International Monetary-Fund have been

created and have already made certain experimental efforts to substitute for the

defunct international money and capital market of old times. Under the United

Nations, which succeeded the old League, the Departments of Economic and of

Social Affairs have been established to serve the Economic and Social Council

which, under great political difficulties because of the East -West tension, is

approaching its task as an instrument for initiatives for better standards of

life. We operate with budgets and personnel resources which, even if they seem

to us entirely insufficient for the work with which we are entrusted, have a size
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which would not have been dreamt of when, in the pre-war era, this Palais was

built and the seeds were sown for our organizations. When we feel frustrated

in our work and almost mistrust our strength to meet the challenge of our time,

we can take encouragement from the immense difference fifteen years have meant,

in spite of war and cold war.

And, as for the future, unexpected good things may well happen. At least,

it is not for the social scientists to exclude the possibility. After all,

history is man -made, not destiny.
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ORGANIZATION OF TECHNICAL DISCUSSIONS:

To facilitate technical discussions on the "Methodology of Health Protection

for Local Areas ", arrangements have been made to conduct five group discussions, each

of which will be devoted to this main subject. 4

It is suggested that each group consider the following aspects of 'Methodology

of Health Protection for Local Areas ", namely, survey of local health problems,

organization of local health service, function and scope of local health service,

health workers for local health service, the health centre, and community participation

in local health service.

ARRANGEMENTS AND TIME TABLE FOR TECHNICAL DISCUSSIONS

Frid
I b May 1952

SAL,T2 XII

9.00 -10.00 a.m

10.00 -10.30 a.m

10.30 a.m.

GENERAL MEETING

Continuation of Opening Session - Observations and
Comments

Organizational Meeting - formation of discussion groups
on "Methodology of Health Protection for.Local Areas" -
Opening remarks by the General Chairman.

FIRST SESSION: GROUP DISCUSSIONS'

Group 1 ... Salle XII

Group 2 ... Salle XI

Group 3 ... Salle VIII

Group 4 ... Salle VII

Group 5 ... Salle V

' Group  Discussion: Each of the five group discussions will be devoted to the

"Methodology of Health Protection for Local Areas".



2.30 p.m. SECOND SESSION: GROUP DISCUSSIONS

Group 1 ... Salle XII
Group 2 ... Salle XI
Group 3 Salle VIII
Group 4 ... Salle VII
Group 5 ... Salle V

Saturday
17 May 1952

9.30 a.m. THIRD SESSION: GROUP DISCUSSIONS

Group 1 ... Salle XII
Group 2 ... Salle XI
'Group 3 ... Salle VIII
Group 4 Salle VII
Group 5 ... Salle V

4.00 p.m. FOURTH SESSION: GROUP DISCUSSIONS

Group 1 Salle XII
Group 2 ... Salle XI
Group 3 ... Salle VIII
Group 4 ... Salle VII
Group 5 ... Salle V

Tue sd m

20 May 1952

10.00 a.m.

SALLE XII

GENERAL MEETING - Technical Discussions


